We describe here our recent work on spontaneous regular motion of liquid droplet powered by the chemical Marangoni effect under spatially symmetric conditions. It is shown that a spontaneously crawling oil droplet on a glass substrate with a nonequilibrium chemical condition of cationic surfactant exhibits regular rhythmic motion in a quasi-one-dimensional vessel, whereas irregular motion is induced in a two-dimensionally isotropic environment. Such behavior of a droplet demonstrates that spontaneous regular motion can be generated under fluctuating conditions by imposing an appropriate geometry. In a simpler liquid/liquid system under isotropic environment, an alcohol droplet exhibits spontaneous motion on water layer. The droplet spontaneously forms a specific morphology depending on its volume, causing specific mode of translational motion. An alcohol droplet with a smaller volume floating on water surface moves irregularly. On the other hand, a droplet with a larger volume undergoes vectorial motion accompanied by deformation into an asymmetric shape. This result suggests a scenario on the emergence of regular motion coupled with geometrical pattern formation under far-from-equilibrium conditions.
Introduction
Under equilibrium conditions, any macroscopic spatio-temporal structure can not be generated. On the other hand, in nonequilibrium open system, uniform stationary state can be unstable and spatio-temporal pattern can spontaneously emerge, i.e., dissipative structure [1] . As a kind of dissipative structures, it is known that macroscopic agitation of interface occurs when two different liquid systems contact each other [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Such self-agitation is called the chemical Marangoni effect [7] . As a phenomenon related to the chemical Marangoni effect, spontaneous motion of alcohol-water mixture, tears of wine, has been found more than 150 years ago [8, 9] . The chemical Marangoni effect can induce the motion of an object with mm-cm scale. In such scale, the effect of the interface becomes dominant compared with other volume effect such as inertia; therefore, the chemical Marangoni effect can trigger the spontaneous translational motion of an object [10] . It is reported that making system spatially asymmetric enables the object to exhibit regular motion by the Marangoni effect [11] [12] [13] . Whereas, in spatially symmetric environment, the spontaneous motion powered by the chemical Marangoni effect appears to be irregular in general [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . As the exception, occurrence of rhythmic or directional motion has been encountered in some experiments with spatially symmetric vessel [21] [22] [23] , whose mechanism has not been confirmed yet. Recently, we have found that spontaneous translational motion of a droplet changes from irregular to regular depending on geometrical constraints or the volume of a droplet. It has become clear that the shape of the boundary is essential to extract the regular motion induced by the chemical Marangoni effect. It has also been found that spontaneous deformation of a droplet can induce the appropriate boundary condition for the regular translational motion of a droplet.
2 Emergence of regular motion in a confined geometry Figure 1 exemplifies the spontaneous motion of an oil droplet on a glass substrate in an aqueous phase. Immediately after it was transferred to the glass substrate, an oil droplet began to move driven by a difference in interfacial tension. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , an oil droplet exhibited random agitation in a petri dish. In contrast to this, regular rhythmic motion was generated in the same chemical system simply by changing the spatial geometry, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Corresponding movies are available online [24] .
[ Figure 1 around here.]
The generation of a difference in interfacial tension between the front and the rear side can be explained as schematically shown in Fig. 2 . Since STA + (stearyl trimethyl ammonium ion) is aggregated on the glass surface, the glass surface becomes hydrophobic. STA + attached to the glass surface tends to dissolve into the oil droplet; hence, the glass surface under an oil droplet becomes more hydrophilic. Once an oil droplet starts to move, the glass surface becomes less hydrophobic at the rear side of the droplet and the difference in interfacial tension is generated between the front and rear side of the droplet. This imbalance in the interfacial tension promotes directed motion against viscous damping. Significantly, the surface of the glass substrate spontaneously returns to the hydrophobic state soon after an oil droplet passes by since STA + in the aqueous phase tends to be absorbed onto the glass substrate. This mechanism allows the trajectory of an oil droplet to cross itself; thus, rhythmic and repetitive motion can be generated in this system. This is in contrast with the past theoretical model of droplet moving spontaneously, whose trajectry cannot cross [14, 25] .
[ Figure 2 around here.]
Let us now discuss the mechanism of the occurrence of regular, rhythmic motion in this selfagitating system. The characteristic features of the motion of an oil droplet can simply be described as,
where η and v 0 are constant [26] . The first term represents the driving force caused by the difference in the interfacial tension, where we incorporate the characteristics of self-motion prohibiting backward motion as in Fig. 1 . The second term represents resistance. The third term ξ represents the white random force simplifying the effect of the inhomogeneity in the glass surface. The fixed points of Eq. 1 are |v| = v 0 , 0, where |v| = 0 is an unstable fixed point. When the system is two-dimensional, the attractor in velocity space, i.e., the circle |v| = v 0 , is neutrally stable with regard to their angular orientation. On the other hand, there are two stable fixed points (v = v 0 , −v 0 ) in a one-dimensional system. Therefore, the droplet spontaneously moves regularly in a quasi-one-dimensional system in contrast to the irregular motion in a twodimensional system [27] . Figure 3 shows the spontaneous motion of an alcohol droplet on an aqueous phase. When the volume of the droplet was less than 0.1 μl, the droplet shape is circular and the droplet moved irregularly as shown in Fig. 3(b) . This motion resembled that of a crawling oil droplet in a two-dimensional system shown in Fig. 1(a) . On the other hand, a droplet with a volume of 10 μl spontaneously assumed an asymmetric shape and exhibited vectorial motion as shown in Fig. 3(c) . The spontaneous motion of the smaller droplet can be understood as follows. Once the droplet with circular shape begins to move, the alcohol concentration gradient becomes larger in the front side than in the rear side. As interfacial tension monotonically decreases with the increase of the alcohol concentration, the interfacial tension gradient becomes larger in the front side than in the rear side. This situation causes asymmetric convective flow, which allows the droplet to continue its motion, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . It is to be noted that the motion is irregular, similar to the crawling oil droplet in a two-dimensional system [20] . In contrast, the larger droplet moves vectorially. The experimental trend in volume-dependent modeswitching is explained in terms of the competition between the characteristic wave-length and the length scale of the droplet as follows (Fig.  4(b), (c) ). Alcohol molecules diffuse across the triple line toward the water surface. Around the triple line with a higher curvature, the concentration gradient is higher, which results in a higher interfacial tension gradient. This difference in the interfacial tension gradient causes growth of the small deformation at the triple line. There exists a characteristic wave-length of deformation where the force that promotes the deformation is equal to the interfacial tension that dampens the deformation. When the wave-length of the deformation is smaller than the characteristic wave-length, the deformation is suppressed. As the length of the triple line is slightly larger than the characteristic length, only the fundamental wave, i.e., lowest wave number, around the droplet can grow; as a result, the droplet exhibits morphological deformation as in Fig.  3(c) . Once the droplet is deformed, the variation in curvature of the triple line causes spatial asymmetry in the interfacial tension gradient. This asymmetric distribution of pentanol induces the asymmetric convective flow which drives the directional motion of the droplet from the concave region to the convex region, as illustrated in Fig. 4 (c) [28] .
Conclusion
We have experimentally found that the spontaneous motion of a droplet powered by the chemical Marangoni effect becomes regular in spatially symmetric systems under suitable geometrical shape of vessel. In addition, we have also shown that spontaneous deformation of liquid boundary by the chemical Marangoni effect can trigger regular motion without an external change in boundary. It is expected that our works inspire the study to abstract the essence of the mechanism of selfmotion in biological system.
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